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Roads, earth, Introductory note, 230
maximum capacity of, 96
silicate, 135
thirtieth highest hour for, 97
traffic capacity of, 95, 96, 98,102
Roller, for finishing concrete surfaces,
163
light, for finishing footpaths, etc.,
194
Rollers, types of, 202, 229
Rolling, corrugating influence of, 229
of waterbound macadam, 133
principles of, 149
Roughometer   for   measurement   of
wear, 235
Route location, 89
Royal-Dawson, Prof," Unit Chord"
system for curves, 41
Roundabout design, 100
Rubber paving, 143
for bridge decking, 22
" Run-off", formula for storm drain-
age, 27
Salt, use of, for frosty surfaces, 205
Sand, sharp or round grains, 154
tests for impurities, 155
Sandwich   method,   cement   bound
roads, 186
Scarifying for re-treading, 147
Scott (under-pass) Circle, Washington,
B.C., 120
Segmental paving, 132
Selection of transitions, 41
Serpentine curves, 46
Sett paving on concrete foundation,
130
Setts, corrugation of, 226
granite paving, 130
grit, paving, 86, 129
method of raising, 129
reinstatement of, 217
Shelters on highways, 269
Side chambers for access to sewers,
213
entrance gullies, 16, 172
fall construction of concrete road
slabs, 173
Siding for road maintenance, 205
Signals, co-ordinated control, 252
determination of cycle, 251
employment of colours, 250
pedestrian operated, 254
semaphore arms, 254
sight distance at intersections, 51
" stop " and " go ", 250
traffic counts for, 251
density for, 251
operated, 256
Signs, " Main Road Stop ", 255
concrete street names, 266
parking, 270
 Signs, pedestrian, 254
road direction posts, 249
street, 266
warning, village and place names
249
Silicate roads, 135
Skidding caused bv back axte driving,
227	*
caused by corrugation, 227
causes of, 237
danger at bends, 59
due to excessive camber, 33
remedies for, 237
Road Research Dept. tests, 238
tests in Virginia (U.S.A ), 238
Slabs,   concrete,   pressure   beneath
hexagonal and square, 5
Slag for tar macadam, 146
Shpperiness, 237	*
Slot meter for timuig parked vehicles,
270
Slump test, Romans' for concrete,
162
Snow, removal of, 205
Soils, bearing power, 1, 10
Cahfornian bearing ratio, 6
centrifugal moisture equivalent, 9
freezing of, 17
identification charts, 7, 9, 12
identification tests, 6, 11
mechanical analysis, 7
methods of strengthening, 11, 20
pressure distribution on, 3
prospecting   with    " resistivity '*
methods, 17
shrinkage limit, 8
supporting value, 1
water-holding capacity, 10
Solid tyres, pressure intensities, 244
Special Roads Act, 1949, 286    "
Speed affects spacing of vehicles*, 51,
96
on hills, 82
Speeds, safe, at banked curves, table
and formula, 67
Spiral curves, formula for, 39
Springing of vehicles, 245
Square-mesh reinforcement, 219, 221
Stop or Halt signs, 254
Street lighting, methods on straight
roads, 261
methods on curved roads, 262
of traffic circles, 263
types of, 258
treatment of junctions, 262
signs, 266
Strengthening of joints, edges and
corners of concrete slabs, 183
" Strip " roads in Southern Rhodesia,
148
Subsoils, capillary attraction of, on
hill roads, SO

